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ELCA INNOVATION LAB
In our ever-changing and increasingly complex world,

innovation is key. This is especially true for the ELCA. As we
address today’s biggest challenges – and opportunities – the
lab provides a space for the church to generate ideas, unleash

creativity and create positive change in the world God so loves.



 
Question:

What comes to mind when you
hear the word "design"?



design

The intentional 
(and unintentional impact) 

of an outcome.



Design Thinking



Design Thinking

 a method for creative problem-solving 
that works on an understanding that the best

problem-solving involves the perspectives of those
who will use the design.



Abstract
Concrete

Design Thinking Values

Human
Centered

Empathy

Failure +
Learning

Iterative



Empathy Define Ideate Prototype Test

Understand the
experience of your
users.
Conversation,
observation, surveys,
interviews, etc.

 

Determine the
problem to solve
or process to
improve.

Brainstorm
possible
solutions
Decide on 1-2
viable ideas to
pursue

Develop the idea
just enough to
convey the solution
without having to
explain it 
Minimum Viable
Product

Test it out
Gather Feedback
Validate or
iterate!





User Interviews
A conversation aimed at learning
the specific needs and experiences
of a person or group during the
empathy stage.



Before the Interview

Have a clear understanding of what you're trying to learn

Prepare a few open, non-leading questions

Have a plan for taking notes 



During the Interview 

Focus on past
experiences. 

Ask for stories. Make it a conversation.



How might we
design a vase?

How might we
plan a service
learning trip 
for youth?

How might we design
a better way for
people to enjoy
flowers at home?

How might we create a
way to better
understand the needs of
youth in our community?

Solution Focused Experience Focused



Domestic Fellowship
user interviews, partner interviews, surveys, site visitsEmpathy

Define

Ideate

Prototype

Test

unpack empathy findings, highlight themes

generate a wide range of ideas and possibilities

takes a physical form - low resolution and inexpensive

gather feedback and continue learning about users
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Maddie Fairfax --> Innovation Services Coordinator
Maddie.Fairfax@elca.org

Stay in touch :)



Where have you used innovation and
design thinking in your everyday lives,
work lives, and communities?
Where is design thinking needed in
your communities?
What are some first steps you can take
this week to make innovation happen?

1.

2.

3.

QUESTIONS!


